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My grandparents were part of the Great Generation. Toughened by wars and 
depression they were patriotic nation builders.  

Their monuments are long-term productive assets like the Mount Isa and Broken Hill 
mines, smelters and refineries, the Wollongong Steelworks, the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge, the transcontinental railway, the overland telegraph line, the Yallourn coal 
mines and Power stations, the Renison and Mt Lyell mines and railways, the 
Kalgoorlie Goldfields, the Weipa and Gladstone bauxite industries, Pilbara Iron, the 
Perth-Kalgoorlie pipeline, the Kidman Cattle Empire, the world’s biggest merino 
flock, QANTAS, the Holden car, Southern Cross windmills, the Sunshine Harvester 
and a network of roads, railways, towns, power lines, ports and airports.  

The pioneers survived floods, droughts, bushfires and plagues of mice, rabbits, 
locusts and prickly pear to develop an agricultural industry that provides food and 
fibre for millions of consumers. They were frugal and inventive. They built everything 
themselves with corrugated iron, shingles, guttering, poles, posts, nails, rivets, solder 
and wire – houses, humpies, haysheds, milking barns, sheep yards, shearing sheds, 
water tanks, grain stores, dairies, meat houses, dog kennels, chook sheds and the 
dunny up the back. They created parks and planted orchards and forests for timber 
and paper. 

They welcomed boat-loads of hard working migrants from many countries to farms 
and factories and celebrated the arrival of “clean coal energy by wire” to every home.  

The Great Generation made sure their kids behaved at school and did their home-
work. Mostly kids were “seen but not heard”. The kids walked, rode bikes or horses 
to school, and parents reinforced school discipline. That generation loved and 
trusted the ABC which provided unbiased news and weather forecasts and 
wholesome entertainment. 

Our lives are now controlled by the Green Generation, who follow a Globalist 
agenda. This generation has devalued science, engineering and trade skills and 
pollute education curricula with the mantras of the green religion. They encourage 
the climate alarm, anti-enterprise, anti-family bias evident on the staff-controlled, 
taxpayer-funded ABC. And now they mobilise noisy truant kids for political rallies. 
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Too many of the Green Generation specialise in obstruction, destruction and delay, 
while themselves consuming the assets of the past. They cheer the demolition of 
coal-fired power plants and use green law-fare to stop or delay almost everything 
else. Among their battle trophies are South Australian and Victorian coal mines and 
power stations, most new industry proposals in Tasmania, much offshore oil 
exploration, new dam proposals in every state, and every new proposal for coal 
development, gas exploration or fracking. They hope to hang the scalps of Adani 
Coal, Rocky Point Coal, Wandoan Coal and all Galilee Basin developments on their 
trophy wall. Australia has a huge uranium resources but nuclear power is banned. 

Nowhere is the contrast between the generations more stark than in the Snowy 
Mountains. 

The Great Generation planned, financed and built the Snowy Hydro-electric Scheme 
(without UN direction or advice). This nation-building project captures Snowy water, 
uses it to generate reliable electricity, and diverts the water to irrigate towns, 
orchards and crops on the dry western plains. 
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The Green Generation supports Snowy Hydro 2, a hollow-shelled project that steals 
electricity from the grid and water from Snowy 1 to pump water uphill and then 
recovers part of that electricity by letting the water run back down again (when their 
intermittent green energy fails). It will be a big, power-consuming, expensive battery. 
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The sad history of Whyalla is instructive. The Great Generation built an iron mine, a 
steel works and a great shipbuilding enterprise there. Most of it is idle now. This 
generation of techno-phobes looks like trying to build foreign nuclear-powered 
submarines there but with diesel-electric engines (presumably running on bio-fuel.) 
The British navy that ruled the world ran on coal for the war-ships and bread, salt 
beef, lard, limes and rum for the sailors. Today’s green dreamers hope to feed the 
multi-sexual crew on nuts and raisins and use the alcohol to power the motors. 

A truly modern navy runs on nuclear fuel. 

But is this Australia’s next all-green warship under construction? 

 
 Image Credit to Pixabay  

 
The Great Generation created our present world and left many useful assets as their 
monuments. 

The Green Generation is destroying our future. The way things are heading, the 
lasting monuments to the Green Generation will be the skeletons of abandoned solar 
“farms” overgrown by lantana scrub, the concrete foundations of bankrupt wind 
“farms”, and spider-webs of useless sagging transmission lines and towers. 

These memorials will serve to remind the next generation of the long, costly and 
futile war on hydro-carbon energy and the many failed climate forecasts. 

Viv Forbes 
vforbes@bigpond.com 
Washpool   Qld Australia 
To Comment on this article go to: https://saltbushclub.com/2019/03/23/great-generation/ 
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More Reading: 
Young Americans prefer free things rather than freedom: 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6795373/Half-young-Americans-live-socialist-country-survey-finds.html 

https://stopthesethings.com/2019/02/13/minnesota-madness-big-freeze-exposes-wind-solars-deadly-flaw-
hopeless-intermittency/ 

Fuelling the Navy on Bundaberg rum? 
https://www.news-mail.com.au/news/bundaberg-mayor-wants-us-navy-here/3079056/ 
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